ITC Solar is Committed to Manufacturing Classic Industrial Grade Power Systems & Solar Modules. ITC Solar is a Wholesale Distributor and Integrator. We carry a wide range of Solar Panels, Systems & Products.

**Solar-X™ line of Industrial Grade Solar Modules:**
ITC Solar is the exclusive North American distributor for Solar-X™. The Standard power ratings range from 2W up to 240W. All Solar-X modules incorporate large conduit ready junction boxes and heavy aluminum frames.

**Direct "Bolt In" Replacement Solar Panels:**

**SXPS™ (Solar-X Power Stations):**
Engineered to provide reliable, stand-alone solar power for every location and application. SXPS™ are engineered to support a wide variety of remote solar battery power requirements with critical reliability in mind. SXPS™ units consist of weatherproof enclosure, mount and batteries.

**Custom OEM Solar Panel Design**
Prototyping and fabrication services. We can design, prototype and fabricate an OEM solar panel for any size or application.

**APPLICATIONS:**
- 12 Volt battery charging
- Emergency communications
- SCADA systems & monitoring
- Railway signal lighting
- Street lighting Systems
- Cathodic Protection
- Oil & Gas
- RV and Marine
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